Trial Results – 24th October 2015

AM Obedience Trial

CCD, Judge Mr B Cotton
Jennifer Vandromme with ZEEZEE RN with a score of 96 and 1st place in the ring
Ms P Windlow with DAVENTRI SOLDIER WINDLOW RE with a score of 94 and 3rd place in the ring
Helen Bourke with ZENCHEL MISS ISABELLA RN with a score of 92 and 5th place in the ring
Mr Dean Rundell with ARTIE with a score of 83 and 6th place in the ring
Mrs R A Mills with T CH TARDEL KADDYSHACK RA with a score of 81 and 7th place in the ring
Ms Heather Miller with PRIDAL IN THE SPOTLIGHT RN with a score of 80 and 8th place in the ring

Novice, Judge Mrs H Diamond
Ms Hannah Truhlar and FANTANGO BOLD BARON CCD RN CCD RN with a score of 185 and 1st place in the ring

Open Mr K Millington
Ms P Windlow and NEUT CH DAVENTRI MIDNIGHT DASH CD RAE3 ET JD with a score of 185 and 1st place in the ring
Kerrie Scully and SCHWARCHUND XENELLE CD ET RAE CD ET RAE with a score of 177 and 2nd place in the ring

Utility, Judge Mr R Carlson
Mr W & Mrs N Granger and Ch PORUSE ELITE SEAL CDX with a score of 188 and 1st place in the ring
Maude Ashman and T CH AUSSIELAB MIDSUMMERDREAM CDX JD RAE ET with a score of 181 and 2nd place in the ring

AM Rally Trial

Rally Novice, Judge Mrs J Morrison
Noelene Jordan and BEEREEGAN SWEET CAROLINE with a score of 92 and 4th place in the ring
Sue Ashman and GOLDNYMPH WILD IRIS (AI) with a score of 84 and 5th place in the ring

Rally Excellent A, Judge Mrs K Millington
Keith Notley and STOLZSEIN ETS E J WHITTEN (AI) CD RA HT with a score of 83 and 1st place in the ring
Renee Carlson and ASHAMBER KATCHME IFYAKAN CD RA with a score of 74 and 2nd place in the ring
Mrs R A Mills and T CH TARDEL KADDYSHACK RA with a score of 74 and 3rd place in the ring
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PM Obedience Trial

CCD, Judge Mrs H Diamond
Mrs R A Mills with T CH TARDEL KADDYSHACK RA with a score of 89 and 2nd place in the ring
Jennifer Vandromme with ZEEZEE RN with a score of 87 and 4th place in the ring
Ms Heather Miller with PRIDAL IN THE SPOTLIGHT RN with a score of 87 and 5th place in the ring

Open, Judge Mr B Cotton
Ms P Windlow and NEUT CH DAVENTRI MIDNIGHT DASH CD RAE3 ET JD with a score of 188 and 1st place in the ring
Kerrie Scully and SCHWARCHUND XENELLE CD ET RAE CD ET RAE with a score of 180 and 2nd place in the ring

PM Rally Trial

Rally Novice, Judge Mrs D Ayton
Sue Ashman and GOLDNYMPH WILD IRIS (AI) with a score of 90 and 5th place in the ring
Noelene Jordan and BEEREEGAN SWEET CAROLINE with a score of 79 and 6th place in the ring

Rally Advanced B, Judge Mrs K Millington
Lynn Lock and SILVANWOOD RED HANDED CDX RE with a score of 90 and 5th place in the ring
Noelene Jordan and T CH TS GRAND CH AUSSIELAB MELODY MAKER CDX RE NRD ORA with a score of 85 and 7th place in the ring

Rally Excellent A, Mrs J Morrison
Ray Ashman and ASHAMBER KATCHME IFYAKAN CD RA with a score of 87 and 3rd place in the ring
Keith Notley and STOLZSEIN ETS E J WHITTEN (AI) CD RA HT with a score of 75 and 4th place in the ring
Mrs R A Mills and T CH TARDEL KADDYSHACK RA with a score of 74 and 5th place in the ring

Rally Excellent B
Noelene Jordan and T CH TS GRAND CH AUSSIELAB MELODY MAKER CDX RE NRD ORA with a score of 81 and 2nd place in the ring
Lynn Lock and SILVANWOOD RED HANDED CDX RE with a score of 74 and 5th place in the ring
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Special Awards – AM Trial

Highest Scoring Werribee Member in CCD
Jennifer Vandromme with ZEEZEE RN

Highest Scoring Werribee Member in Novice
Ms Hannah Truhlar and FANTANGO BOLD BARON CCD RN CCD RN

Highest Scoring Werribee Member in Open
Ms P Windlow and NEUT CH DAVENTRI MIDNIGHT DASH CD RAE3 ET JD

Highest Scoring Werribee Member in Utility
Mr W & Mrs N Granger and Ch PORUSE ELITE SEAL CDX

Special Awards – PM Trial

Highest Scoring Werribee Member in CCD
Mrs R A Mills with T CH TARDEL KADDYSHACK RA

Highest Scoring Werribee Member in Open
Ms P Windlow and NEUT CH DAVENTRI MIDNIGHT DASH CD RAE3 ET JD

Highest Scoring Werribee Member in Utility
Maude Ashman and T CH AUSSIELAB MIDSUMMERDREAM CDX JD RAE ET